


My Approach!
Context
Goals, Hypothesis’, Constraints, Assumptions 
Research
Interviews, Competitive Reviews, Personas 
Staging
User Stories, Requirements, User Flows 
Design
Wireframes, Prototypes, Interactions, Feedback Iterations 
Considerations
Testing, Next steps, Future Enhancements 



Context!
Product Goal
The goal is to design a platform that allows people to 
efficiently rent and return bicycles at various locations.

Hypothesis
I believe a simple, step by step interface will increase the 
efficiency of bike rentals leading to increased customer 
retention. The ability to select an amount of time and bike 
type and then check out will streamline the process and 
have customers quickly riding.



Constraints!
Context

User Business Technical

Environment / Cold, Heat, 
Wind, Electricity, Night/Day

Budget Kiosk is the only consistent 
interface platform used

Rental Efficiency Release Time Location

Visibility (Glare) Software Updates

Language (Multiple) Data Storage

Payment Method Screen Durability

Location

Screen size



Assumptions!
Context

User Business
Customers want to rent a bike for 
daily use

Customer wants recommendations 
on the best type of bike for them

Customer loyalty recognition 
is important 

Users are technically savvy enough 
to use a digital touch screen

The user will want to remain 
anonymous to rent their bike.

Primary value a customer gets is 
an easy rental transaction

The user is anyone able to ride a 
bicycle

Speed/Efficiency is crucial for the 
user

Our biggest risk is bike not 
being returned / replacements

User may not speak English The user will pay with credit card for 
the rental

Customer acquisition through 
marketing, location

The user will rent a bike for three 
primary reasons: Commute, 
Pleasure, Exercise

The user will want to earn rewards for 
loyalty

Success is marked by 
customer retention and bike 
rental returns

The user will want to know where they 
can return their bike at

The user will need recommendations 
on how much time to rent 



User Personas!
Research

The Commuter The Tourist The Exerciser
•  Lives within the city.
•  Commutes to work or events on bike.
•  No storage for own bike because of 

small apartment.
•  Prefers to bike when weather permits.
•  Speed is essential as they have time 

restrictions to get to work. 
•  Bike return location needs to be 

flexible as they may want to return 
nearby their office and use public 
transportation home. 

•  They may or may not live within the city. 
•  Time is typically not an issue.
•  They will often not be traveling alone and 

would be interested in a tandem bike, or 
multiple bikes.

•  They are anticipating riding for a decent 
amount of miles and would like to insure 
against any potential accidents.

•  They would like to be able rent and return 
the bike in multiple locations for cost 
savings. 

•  They want to be able to rent a 
bike relatively quickly for 
exercise purpose.

•  The type of bike they rent is 
extremely important.

•  Convenience and timing are 
important.

•  Cost is also a consideration as 
they would like a discounted 
rate for loyalty.

Story
When the commuter wakes up to a nice 
day, perfect weather. They are looking to 
grab a bike to ride to work instead of 
taking the train. They don’t want this 
interaction to cause them to be late to 
work.

Story
When the tourist wants to rent, dock and 
return a bike throughout the day so they can 
tour the city. They will need access to 
available rental station locations. They also 
want to be able to select what type of bike 
they rent.

Story
When the exerciser decides to go 
ride a bike for exercise, they want 
to be able to rent a bike on the 
spot. They would like to be able 
to select an exercise style bike. 



User Stories!
Staging

Highlighted Stories

As a user, I want to be able to 
login into my profile, so that I can 
view and accumulate ride 
rewards.

As a user, I want to be able to 
be insured so that if I have an 
accident, I am not financially 
responsible for the full cost of 
the bike

As a user, I want to be able to 
easily pay for my rental with 
my credit card so that I don’t 
have to remember cash.

As a user, I want to be able to 
view my rewards balance, so 
that I can track and apply 
rewards to future rentals.

As a user, I want to be able to 
rent a bike for a select amount 
of time so that I can get the 
best price.

As a product owner, I want to 
offer rewards for customer 
loyalty, so that we increase 
customer retention.

As a user, I want to be able to 
quickly rent a bike so that I can 
get to where I am going faster.

As a user, I want to be able to 
select a specific type of bike 
so that I can ride the way I 
intend.

As a product owner, I want to 
serve up recommendations on 
bike type and rental time so 
that customers can rent faster.



Requirements!
Staging

User Business System

Log in to profile Reward customer loyalty Transaction Processing

View rewards balance Serve up offers for additional 
bike rides (discount)

Authentication

Apply rewards balance for rental Increase customer retention Reporting

Select preferred bike type Legal/ Regulatory Reqs

Opt in/out for bike insurance Reliability

Set schedule for rental Security

Process transaction Performance

Unlock bike from kiosk



User Flows!
Staging

Full User Flow
https://xd.adobe.com/view/ea7761a6-07e2-47ef-4633-65e0beb43c66-9c46/



Wireframe!
Design

Full Wireframe
https://xd.adobe.com/view/f5a1a1ef-34f6-43c9-5318-6db3cc8edff5-8390/



Prototype!
Design

Full Prototype
(Low) https://xd.adobe.com/view/43c69dc3-934a-4c59-5e12-9b7868d517cd-35f7/
(High) https://xd.adobe.com/view/2d689aaa-ceec-4587-5807-2ee9cd615c3a-5b59/



Testing, Next Steps, 
Enhancements!
Testing Methods
Task based Tests / Unmoderated Observation / A/B Testing / Eye Tracking

Desired outcome: Measure booking speed, flag dead-ends, rental success 
vs failure.

Next Steps/ Enhancements
Weather advisement / Mobile app pairing / Suggested tourist routes / 
Suggested exercise routes / Dock & Undock bikes at different stops / 
Leverage AI to suggest bike types and rental duration based on time of day 
and day of the week.

Considerations




